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Example Science Workflow for Hubble Source Catalog 



Perform a Hubble Source Catalog Cone Search

• Results are “matches”, i.e., a cross-correlation of one or more source detections.



Choose a match of interest

• Of matches observed in multiple filters, choose one with brightest B magnitude.



Load all the detections for chosen match

• Each detection was extracted from an image.
• Cutouts around match are shown.



Data Provider – Use VO-DML mapping to describe sources 



Map Source model instances into the HSC VOTable



Source.name is “MatchID” FIELD  



Source has a SourcePosition



SourcePosition has an EquatorialCoord



Map the ra and dec to appropriate FIELDs



Add the ICRS frame



Complete mapping for name and position



Complete mapping for name and position - XML



Map the luminosities



Define the filters 



Define the filters

• This information was not in the original VOTable.
• By adding these filter instances, the VOTable becomes more informative.



Add annotations to existing services

Using these mapping techniques, VO-DML annotations were added to 2 MAST
services:

• HSC Cone Search annotated with one Source instance per row:
• https://masttest.stsci.edu/vodml/Mashup/VoQuery.asmx/HscCone?RA=[RA]&DEC=[Dec]&SR=[radius]
• Each Source is a “match”, i.e., a cross-correlation of one or more source detections.
• Each source has:

• A MatchID identifying the match

• One or more luminosities

• HSC Detection search annotated with one Detection per row:
• https://masttest.stsci.edu/vodml/Mashup/VoQuery.asmx/HscDetections?MATCHID=[MatchID]
• Each Detection has exactly one:

• URL to the image from which the Detection was extracted 

• Luminosity, measured from the Detection’s image



Data provider feedback 

• Creating annotations by hand was error prone for me.
• Less so when I was more familiar with VO-DML models.

• With Mapper tool, annotation creation was a couple orders of magnitudes faster.
• For any annotations, validators will be very important.
• Existing VOTables don’t always map cleanly to standard models.

• Sometimes it may be worth tweaking the existing service to make the output fit the model a
little better.

• Referencing global instances (like photometry filters) by values from  the table 
data is supported, but details not obvious.



Client understanding model instances



MAST Portal recognizes the VO-DML objects



Using Python to follow example workflow

• See notebook: https://github.com/olaurino/ivoa-dm-
examples/blob/master/notebooks/HSC-Example.ipynb

• Perform a cone search which returns a VO-DML aware result.

https://github.com/olaurino/ivoa-dm-examples/blob/master/notebooks/HSC-Example.ipynb


Classic astropy table results are available.



Extract the Source instances



Demonstrate accessing Source attributes



Using source attributes, various selections can be done

• Of sources with multiple luminosities, select the one with the brightest B
magnitude.



Follow-up query to find all Detections for selected Source

• Follow-up query may be discoverable via Provenance or DataLink techniques?



Access Detection images and plot cutouts around the Source



Client development feedback

• Understanding VO-DML concepts was important for writing an effective parser.
• While the annotation syntax is large, it just reflects the structure of VO-DML itself.

• General purpose clients need to understand those concepts.
• With those concepts understood, the (rather large) syntax is easily parseable.
• Clients focused on a particular data model or use case may not care about all the details of 

VO-DML concepts.

• Libraries like rama will help for creating real instances of any model.
• My C# parser was derived from a parser that handled the original syntax, so its design was 

very complex.

• Need to clarify desired behavior mapping between VOTable primitive types and 
VO-DML primitive types.

• This (rama) design makes it clear that code handling VO-DML can be kept separate 
from the rest of VOTable parsing.



Thank you!


